
The Japanese Department at  

Kogai Elementary School  
 

１．Introduction 

  The Japanese Department at Kogai Elementary 

School was founded to serve the needs of foreign 

students and returnees from overseas who are 

attending elementary school in Tokyo's Minato 

Ward. 

  Such students spend as much time as possible in 

the regular classroom, but commute to the 

Japanese Department for a certain number of hours 

each week.  In the Japanese Department, teachers 

work with students individually or in small groups 

to help them acquire Japanese language and adjust 

to school life in Japan.  

  The Japanese Department is located on the 

fourth floor of the school, with areas for 

individual and group instruction as well as space 

for international exchange activities.  To smooth 

the adjustment of newly arrived students, the 

department maintains a supply of standard 

Japanese school equipment,  such as backpacks and 

gym uniforms, that can be borrowed as needed. 

  In addition to Japanese language learning 

materials, the department maintains a library of 

books and videos about other countries that are 

used by all students in the school. 

  

２．Goals 

We hope to raise children who:  enjoy their studie . 

Are outgoing when speaking with teachers and 

other students Recognize and value the differences 

between people, and Value the language and 

culture of the country of origin. 

３．Instruction 

In the Japanese Department,  we emphasize the 

following points: 

・ Making correct greetings in a variety of 

situations. 

・Correct and clear pronunciation. 

・Reading and writing in hiragana, katakana and 

kanji. 

・Terms and expressions used in the classroom and 

in textbooks. 

・Proper sentence structure to facilitate reading 

and writing. 

・Understanding Japanese school customs. 

・Being able to follow regular classroom 

instruction in all subjects such mathematics, social 

studies and science. 

・Promoting international understanding by 

providing opportunities for students to share their 

culture with other students.  

 

４．Admission 

To be admitted to the Japanese Department at 

Kogai Elementary School, students must: 

1)Be enrolled in Minato Ward public elementary 

school; 

2)Be unable to follow regular classroom 

instruction in Japanese, or have difficulties 

adjusting to Japanese school customs. 

3)Have a safe means of commuting from their 

home school to Kogai Elementary. 

 

In order to enroll in the Japanese Department: 

1)Parents should make a request to the homeroom 

teacher and principal of the school at which their 

child is enrolled. 

2)The principal of that school will make a formal 

request to the principal of Kogai Elementary 

School. 

3)The principal of Kogai Elementary School will 

interview the parent and child. 

☆ In general, children may remain enrolled in the 

Japanese Department for two years. 

 

５．Schedule 

In general, students enrolled at Kogai Elementary 

School are pulled out of the regular classroom for 

about one hour a day of specialized instruction in 

the Japanese Department.   Children enrolled at 

other elementary schools in Minato Ward may 

commute once or twice a week to Kogai for 

two-hour lessons, a maximum of four hours of 

instruction per week.  Each child 's schedule of 

instruction is set in consultation with the parents 

and the classroom teacher. 
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 Morning hours （8:50～10：25） 

Students come directly from home to Kog

ai and return to the home school. 
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       Lunch  
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Afternoon hours（13：35～ 

15：10）After lunch, students c

ommute from the home school

 to Kogai and return directly

 home.  
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６．History 

Japanese instruction at Kogai Elementary School 

began in 1988, when teachers provided informal 

language assistance to foreign students whose 

Japanese was not good enough to follow classroom 

instruction.  About three years later, a formal 

Japanese Department was established with two 

full-time teachers.  In response to requests from 

other schools,  in 1994 students from other 

elementary schools in Minato Ward were allowed 

to commute to Kogai for Japanese language 

instruction.  The department has been recognized 

for its contribution to the education of foreign 

students and Japanese returnees from overseas, 

and celebrated its tenth anniversary in 2000. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

７．Transportation 

・7 minutes walk from Exit 3, Hiroo station on the Hibiya  

 subway line. 

・2 minutes walk from the " Nisseki Iryou Center Shita"  

  bus stop, reached by bus #77(Meguro station -Sendagaya 

  station) or bus #97(ShinagawaShako - Shinjyuku Nishi 

 Nishiguchi）. 

・3 minutes walk from the " Nishi Azabu" bus stop,       

  reached by bus #01(Shibuya station - Shinbashi station） 

 or bus # 88 (Shibuya Station - Tokyo Tower）. 

・3 minutes walk from the " Aiiku Byouin" bus stop,      

  reached by bus # 86（Megro station - Shinbashi    

  station ） 

 

 

 

 

 

There is no parking at the school so please use 

public  transportation, if possible. 

Minato Kuritsu Kogai Elementary School 

English 【英語版】  

 

 

 

 

 Tokyo Minato-kuritsu Kogai Elementary School 

   Japanese Department 

 

 

 

 

Nishi Azabu 3-11-16. Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-0031 

Japan. 03-3408-2356(Department) 

  03-3404-1530(School office) 

    Fax  03-3408-4079 

URL http://www2.rosenet.ne.jp/
~
kogai-e/ 
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